GI-N2K is looking for experts!

Public invitation to the Geographic Information Science and Technology Body of Knowledge (GI S&T BoK) revision

Do you find it difficult to identify the stuff you do in the Geographic Information domain in the tag cloud above?

Have you ever wished to have a tool to define curricula, discover training opportunities and define job profiles in the GI sector?

Do you think education and vocational training in the domain of GIS&T should better match the actual job requirements?

If yes, you are the right person to contribute to the new updated version of GIS&T Body of Knowledge! The GI-N2K project is looking for experts, scholars and workers in the Geographic Information domain, whose want to write the future of our discipline!
If you want to join this thrilling experience please send us an email with a short description of your expertise and interests before the 25th July!

Participate in the BoK revision
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